20mm Middle Eastern Building #4
B20-ME-004
Please read these instructions fully before starting construction.
PVA or equivalent glue will be required to stick sections together.
Sand paper can be used to gently clean any joints.
A sharp modelling knife will be required to remove sections from the sprue. Please use knives with due care and
remember to cut away from yourself at all times.
During the construction of this model, you may find it convenient to use pegs / elastic bands to hold pieces in place while
you allow glue to dry.

Remove the front, rear, centre and end walls for
the larger structure from the sprue along with
five full sets of roof supports and the set with
only 3 pegs on it (see above).

Glue the roof supports to the back of the walls (as
shown).

Glue the walls together as shown above. Note
the end wall sticks out beyond the front wall.

Add the end wall.

Remove the three stair sections and stair wall
piece from the sprue.

Glue the three step sections together for form a single
staircase.

Remove the pieces of the upper section from the
sprue.
Glue the steps into the corner and attach the
stair wall as shown above.

Take the long roof section and end support from the
sprue.

Glue the roof supports to the back of the walls
and then glue the walls together (upside down as
shown).

Glue the support to the end of the roof piece.
Place the roof on top of the lower section (do not
glue).

Add the upper roof (do not glue).
Attach the upper section to the roof piece using
the lubs provided. The bottom of the upper walls
should sit comfortably on top of the lower walls.
The upper end wall is glued to the support.

If required add the trapdoor.

